Walking from Wright Lab (West)/EAL

Walk across driveway to Bass Building

Employee badge must be used for reentry into Bass Building!
Reenter Bass first floor foyer

Turn LEFT, walk through large double doors
Turn RIGHT through second set of large double doors to elevator foyer

Take either elevator up to 4th floor
On 4th floor, turn LEFT

Proceed to end of hallway
At end of hallway, go down ramp to double doors

Continue down ramp through next set of double doors and turn LEFT at hallway
Take FIRST hallway on RIGHT

Walk down hallway about 30 feet and turn LEFT at stair atrium (see next page)
At stair atrium, turn LEFT through double wooden doors
Go to end of hallway... down the stairs...
... out the front door...

and across the driveway to Sloane Physics Lab OR continue on to the Mansions on Hillhouse Ave.

Welcome to Sloane Physics Lab

To Hillhouse(link)